Abstract. In 1970, Kobayashi conjectured that general hypersurfaces of sufficiently large degree in P n are hyperbolic. In this paper we prove that a general sufficiently ample hypersurface in a smooth projective variety is hyperbolic. To prove this statement, we construct hypersurfaces satisfying a property which is Zariski open and which implies hyperbolicity. These hypersurfaces are chosen such that the geometry of their higher order jet spaces can be related to the geometry of a universal family of complete intersections. To do so, we introduce a Wronskian construction which associates a (twisted) jet differential to every finite family of global sections of a line bundle.
Introduction
A smooth projective variety X over the field of complex numbers is said to be Brody hyperbolic if there is no non-constant holomorphic map f : C → X. In view of a result of Brody [3] , in our situation (when X is compact), this is equivalent to saying that X is Kobayashi hyperbolic, and we will simply use the word hyperbolic in what follows. In [33, 34] , Kobayashi conjectured: a general hypersurface in P n of sufficiently large degree is hyperbolic. When n = 2, this conjecture follows from the fact that a curve is hyperbolic if and only if its genus is greater or equal to two.
Before considering the general situation, one might wonder if there exist examples of hyperbolic hypersurfaces in P n with n 3. The first such example in P 3 was constructed by Brody and Green [4] as hypersurfaces defined by equations of the form [43, 29, 19, 54] and the work of Masuda and Noguchi [38] , where a considerable amount of examples in any dimension is given. See [63] for more details.
For the case n = 3, the first proofs of the Kobayashi conjecture were provided in [40] (for hypersurfaces of degree d 36) and [20] (for d 21) , and relied among other things on the ideas of McQuillan [39] about the entire leaves of foliations on surfaces. The bound was later improved to d 18 in [49] .
In a more algebraic direction one can study the positivity of the canonical bundle of subvarieties of general hypersurfaces. Recall that the Green-Griffiths-Lang conjecture [31, 37] predicts that varieties of general type are weakly hyperbolic (where we say that a variety X is weakly hyperbolic if all its entire curves lie in a subvariety Z X). A positive answer to this conjecture would in particular imply that a smooth projective variety is hyperbolic if all of its subvarieties are of general type. The fact that all subvarieties of (very) general hypersurfaces of large degree in P n are of general type was established by the work of Clemens [8] , Ein [27, 28] and Voisin [59] , later improved by Pacienza [48] .
In [56] , Siu generalized Voisin's variational method from [59] to higher order jet spaces, and outlined a strategy to prove Kobayashi's conjecture. This motivated a lot of research over the last decade [52, 49, 22, 23, 41, 24, 26, 9, 10] , which culminated with the work of Diverio, Merker and Rousseau [24] , and the proof of the weak hyperbolicity of general hypersurfaces in P n of degree d 2 (n−1) 5 . Building on [24] , Diverio and Trapani [26] proved that the Kobayashi conjecture holds for (very) general hypersurfaces in P 4 of degree d 593. The bound of the theorem of [24] was later improved by different authors [16, 2] , the current best bound being d (5n) 2 n n [9] . We refer to [50] for more details on this approach. More recently, in [57] , Siu provided more details to the strategy outlined in [56] in order to complete his proof of the Kobayashi conjecture.
Lastly, Demailly developed another approach towards Kobayashi's conjecture [18, 12] based on his work on the Green-Griffiths-Lang conjecture [16, 17] .
In view of the work of Zaidenberg [62] , and on the aforementioned works [8, 27, 28, 59, 48] , one can expect a possible bound in the Kobayashi conjecture to be d 2n − 1 for n 3.
The goal of the present paper is to provide an alternative approach to the Kobayashi conjecture in order to prove the following statement.
Main Theorem. Let X be a smooth projective variety. For any ample line bundle A on X, there exists d 0 ∈ N such that for any d d 0 , a general hypersurface H ∈ |A d | is hyperbolic.
Note that when X = P n and A = O P n (1), this is precisely the Kobayashi conjecture. On the other hand, the Kobayashi conjecture implies our main result for degree d sufficiently large and sufficiently divisible. Indeed, for d sufficiently large, A d induces an embedding X ֒→ P N such that A d = O P N (1)| X . Then, taking d ′ large enough, the statement for elements in |A dd ′ | is reduced to the statement for elements in |O P N (d ′ )|. The proof we present here is not effective on d 0 because of two noetherianity arguments. However, shortly after a first version of the present paper was made available on the arXiv, Ya Deng [21] was able to render both arguments effective, and obtained the bound d 0 = n n+1 (n + 1) n+2 (n 3 + 2n 2 + 2n − 1) + n 3 + 3n 2 + 3n (n + 1) 2n+6 when A is very ample (where n = dim X). The main tool of our proof is the use of jet differential equations. Those can be seen as higher order analogues of symmetric differential forms and provide obstructions to the existence of entire curves [31, 58, 14, 15] . A fruitful way to produce jet differential equations on a given variety is to use the Riemann-Roch theorem (see for instance [31, 51] ) or Demailly's holomorphic Morse inequalities [13] (see for instance [22, 23] , and also [42, 16] ). However, our proof relies on another construction described below.
A general strategy towards proving a hyperbolicity statement is to construct jet differential equations on the variety under consideration and then to control their base locus in an adequate jet space. This strategy has already been carried out successfully as for instance in [24] and [57] .
Considering jets of order one, recall that a conjecture of Debarre [11] predicts that a general complete intersection in P n of high multidegree and of codimension larger than its dimension, has ample cotangent bundle. A natural way to approach this conjecture is to construct symmetric differential forms (jet differential equations of order one) on the complete intersection under consideration, and to control their base locus. This rises a connection between the Kobayashi and the Debarre conjecture which motivated a conjecture of Diverio and Trapani [26] . This connection was investigated in [5] , where among other things, we used the strategy of [56] and the ideas of [24] to prove the conjecture of Debarre for complete intersection surfaces. Later, in [6] , we proved a higher dimensional result towards this conjecture. To do so, we used the openness property of ampleness to reduce the statement for general complete intersections of a given multi-degree to the construction of an example. This example was constructed by intersecting (many) particular deformations of Fermat type hypersurfaces, on which we were able to produce explicit symmetric differential forms. Afterwards, in [60] (see also [61] ), Xie was able to prove the Debarre conjecture (with an explicit bound on the degree) by, among other things, generalizing the symmetric differential forms constructed in [6] to a wider class of complete intersections. Independently, in a joint work with Darondeau [7] , we gave a geometric interpretation of the cohomological computations of [6] , in order to give a short proof of the Debarre conjecture.
In the present paper, we generalize the approach developed in [7] to higher order jet spaces. To simplify the exposition, we will temporarily restrict ourselves to the case X = P n and A = O P n (1). While it is known that hyperbolicity is an open property in the euclidean topology (see [3] ), it is unknown whether it is open in the Zariski topology. In order to prove the main theorem, we thus construct an example of a hypersurface satisfying a certain ampleness property ( * ), which implies hyperbolicity and which is a Zariski open property. The statement for general hypersurfaces will then follow from this particular example.
To construct this example, we use hypersurfaces of the same type as the ones used in [7] . Consider degree d homogenous polynomials in C[z 0 , . . . , z n ] of the form
where we used the multi-index notation z (r+k)I := z
and where the a I are homogenous polynomials of degree ε, so that d = ε + (r + k)δ.
Let us motivate this choice of equations by giving a rough idea about how we use the special form of the polynomials F (a) to construct jet differential equations on the associated hypersurfaces. As we will see, the higher order differentials of F (a), can be written, locally, as
Here, α should be thought of as differential forms of order p. One should think of the equations on the left hand side as the equations defining a suitable kth order jet space H a,k of H a . Considering [T 0 , . . . , T n ] as homogenous coordinates on P n , one should think of the equations on the right hand side as the equations of the universal family Y ⊂ Gr k+1 (H 0 (P n , O P n (δ))) × P n of complete intersections of codimension k + 1 and multidegree (δ, . . . , δ) in P n . Here Gr k+1 denotes the Grassmannian of (k + 1)-dimensional subspaces. The key point is that a suitable interpretation of (2) implies that every element of
) induces a jet differential equation on H a (where Q denotes the Plücker line bundle on the Grassmannian and q 1 , q 2 denote the canonical projections). But when k + 1 n, the morphism q 1 is generically finite, so that q * 1 Q is big and nef. Therefore, for large m,
) contains many elements, from which we infer the existence of many jet differential equations on H a .
The outline of the paper is the following. Section 2 is devoted to a Wronskian construction which is one of the main tools of this paper. First, the needed properties concerning the Demailly-Semple jet tower are recalled, then the Wronskian associated to families of global sections of a line bundle is defined. This allows us to introduce an ideal sheaf on each stage of the jet tower, whose blow-up satisfies several functorial properties. The aforementioned property ( * ), which says that a certain line bundle on such a blow-up is ample, is then introduced. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of our main result. After the hypersurfaces H a are introduced, the above relationship between the jet space of H a and the universal family Y is formalized. This is the main technical part of our paper. Once this is done, we explain how the geometry of Y is used to prove that the hypersurface H a satisfy ( * ) and therefore conclude the proof of our main result.
In this article, we will work over the field of complex numbers C. While the objects we consider are mostly of algebraic nature, we work in the analytic category because this is needed on a few occasions. Given a vector bundle E on a variety X, the projectivization of lines in E is denoted by P (E). The tangent bundle of a smooth variety X is denoted by T X and its cotangent bundle by T * X . A property is said to hold for a general member of an algebraic family of projective varieties X → T if it holds for each fiber over a non-empty Zariski open subset of T .
2.1. The Demailly-Semple jet tower. Let us first recall the results we need from Demailly's foundational work [14] in which the reader will find all the details of the results outlined here. Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold, and denote by J k X p k → X the k-th order jet space of X. This is the set of equivalence classes of holomorphic maps γ : (C, 0) → X where γ 1 ∼ γ 2 if and only if γ 
. The space J k X naturally possesses the structure of a C nk -fiber bundle. Indeed, any coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n ) on a chart U ⊂ X induce coordinates
A directed manifold is a pair (X, V ) where X is a complex manifold and where V ⊂ T X is a subbundle of T X . In the present paper we will only need two special cases of this general framework: the absolute case, when we consider the directed variety (X, T X ); the relative case, when we consider the directed variety (X , T X /T ) where X → T is a smooth projective morphism of quasi-projective varieties. But for the clarity of the exposition, we work in the generality of [14] .
On a directed manifold (X, V ) one defines
One denotes by G k the group of germs of k-jets of biholomorphisms of (C, 0), namely
where composition is taken modulo t k+1 . Given a directed manifold (X, V ), the group G k naturally acts on
For any k, m 1, one can construct a locally free sheaf E k,m V * , the sheaf of invariant jet differential equations of order k and degree m, satisfying, for any open
In the spirit of [53] , Demailly also constructs for each k 1, a manifold P k V of dimension n + k(r − 1) (where r = rank V ) equipped with a rank r vector bundle V k satisfying P k+1 V = P (V k ), X 0 = X and V 0 = V . We will refer to the sequence
as the Demailly-Semple jet tower of (X, V ). In the absolute case (X, T X ) we will simply write X k := P k T X , and in the relative case (X , T X /T ) we will write X rel k := P k T X /T . For each k 1, P k V comes with a tautological line bundle O P k V (1), and more generally, for any a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ Z we set
From [14] §5, any germ of curve γ : (C, 0) → X tangent to V can be lifted to a germ Theorem 6.8 in [14] ). Let us mention moreover that
This isomorphism is described as follows. From Corollary 5.12 in [14] , for any w 0 ∈ P k V , there exists an open neighborhood U w0 of w 0 and a family of germs of curves (γ w ) w∈Uw 0 , tangent do V depending holomorphically on w such that
Every non-constant entire curve f : C → X tangent to V can be lifted to an entire curve
The following fundamental result shows that the existence of jet differential equations vanishing along some ample divisor provides obstructions to the existence of entire curves. Theorem 2.1 (Demailly, Green-Griffiths, Siu-Yeung). Let X be a smooth projective variety and V a subbundle of T X . For any non-constant entire curve f : C → X tangent to V , any ample line bundle A on X, any a 1 , . . . , a k ∈ N and any
2.2.
Wronskians. We now describe the Wronskian construction on which we rely in the rest of this paper. Take an n-dimensional complex manifold X and an integer k 0. Let us start with a local construction. Let U be an open subset of X, one can define for every 0 p k a C-linear map
U f is holomorphic and well defined. Indeed, given a chart in U with coordinates z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ), by considering the induced coordinates (z,
U f inductively as follows:
for all 0 p < k, from which the holomorphicity follows at once. Observe also that this expression implies that d
only depends only on the jets of f at x := γ(0) of order less or equal p, by which we mean that it only depends on the class of f in O X,x /m p+1 X,x , where m X,x denotes the maximal ideal of O X,x . This remark will be used in the proof of Lemma 2.4. We will also need the following generalized Leibniz rule for d
Using this differentiation rule, one can construct the Wronskian of any
This object will be most crucial to us. Let us start by proving that this is an invariant jet differential equation. To ease our notation, in the rest of this paper, for any k ∈ N, we set
Recall Faà Di Bruno's formula for holomorphic functions h, g in one variable such that h • g is defined:
Applying this formula to f = f 0 , . . . , f k and by performing elementary operations on the lines in (6) one obtains that
and therefore,
. We are now going to globalize this construction. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle on X, suppose that U is such that L| U can be trivialized and fix such a trivialization. It induces a C-linear map H 0 (X, L) → O(U ) which to a global section s associates the element s U ∈ O(U ) corresponding to s under our choice of trivialization. By composing this map with d
Of course, this map depends on our choice of trivialization, and whenever this map is used, it will be implicitly assumed such a trivialization has been chosen, this should not lead to any confusion.
This allows us to define the Wronskian of global sections s 0 , . . . , s k ∈ H 0 (X, L) (above U with respect to our choice of trivialization) by
One has the following essential property.
Proof. Consider open subsets U 1 , U 2 ⊂ X on which L is trivialized and let g ∈ O(U 12 ) * be the transition function from U 2 to U 1 (with U 12 = U 1 ∩ U 2 ). By definition, this means that for any
Applying the generalized Leibniz rule to this relation, one obtains, for each 0 p k,
where all the functions of this computation are restricted to p −1 k (U 12 ). It suffices then to apply this formula to s = s 0 , . . . , s k and to perform elementary operations on the lines in (6) to obtain that
, whence the result. Observe that by applying the Leibniz rule the same way as in the preceding proof, one also obtains that if A is any line bundle on X, then for any s 0 , . . . , s k ∈ H 0 (X, L) and any s ∈ H 0 (X, A),
2.3. The Wronskian ideal sheaf. Take a directed manifold (X, V ) where X is a quasi-projective nonsingular variety. Since J k V is a subbundle of J k X we obtain, for any k, m ∈ N, a restriction morphism
Therefore, for any line bundle L on X and any s 0 , . . . ,
and the corresponding element under isomorphism (3) will be denoted by
When no confusion can arise we just denote it by ω(s 0 , . . . , s k ) and in the relative case we will also use the notation ω rel (s 0 , . . . , s k ). Set
and define the k-th Wronskian ideal sheaf of L to be the ideal sheaf defined by
Recall that this means that if one considers the evaluation map ev :
Let us first explain that under a strong positivity hypothesis on L one can control
Recall that one says that L separates k-jets at a point x ∈ X if the evaluation map
is surjective. One has the following. (3), it suffices to show that for any
k X and a neighborhood of x:=γ(0) with coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n ) centered at x such that γ(t) = (t, 0, . . . , 0) for all t in a neighborhood of 0. Take a trivialization of L over U , and global
We will also need the following statement.
Lemma 2.5. If L is very ample, then for any m 0 one has
Proof. The assertion is local. Since L is very ample, X is covered by open subsets U of the form
where we write s k+1 instead of π * 0,k s k+1 . The result follows.
Therefore, given any very ample line bundle L on X we have a chain of inclusions
By noetherianity, this sequence eventually stabilizes, say after the integer m ∞ (P k V, L) ∈ N and let us denote the obtained asymptotic ideal sheaf by
It turns out that this ideal sheaf doesn't depend on the choice of the very ample line bundle L and is of purely local nature. To state this result, let us observe that for any w ∈ P k V , writing x = π 0,k (w), one can define the Wronskian at w of germs of functions f 0 , . . . , f k ∈ O X,x by defining
where U is an neighborhood of x on which every f i is holomorphic, and where the right hand side should be understood as the class, in the local ring, of the Wronskian corresponding to W U (f 0 , . . . , f k ) under isomorphism (3) and a fixed choice of trivialization of O P k V (1) in a neigbhorhood of w. With this notation one has the following.
Lemma 2.6. Let L be a very ample line bundle on X. For any x ∈ X and any w ∈ P k V such that π 0,k (w) = x one has
where the right hand side denotes the ideal spanned by
Proof. That the left hand side is included in the right hand side is obvious. For the other direction, take x ∈ X, take an open neighborhood of x with holomorphic coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n ) and a trivialization for
. This is possible since L is very ample. This implies that for any
for any m |J|, so that in particular for any P 0 , . . . , P k ∈ C[z 1 , . . . , z n ],
ig ), where we write, by abuse of notation, z i := π * 0,k z i . In particular, working at the level of germs, from the definition of ω w and the multilinearity of the determinant, one obtains that for any g 0 , . . . , g k ∈ O X,x there exists q ∈ O P k V,w such that
, it follows from (10) and (11) that
Since this holds for any m ∈ N, it follows from Krull's intersection theorem that
This lemma allows us to define the asymptotic Wronskian ideal sheaf of P k V by
where L is any very ample line bundle on X. Moreover, if U ⊂ X is an open subset of X we will also set
Lemma 2.6 also implies that w ∞ behaves well under restriction. Namely, for any (Y, V Y ) and (X, V X ) such that Y ⊂ X and such that
2.4. Blow-up of the Wronskian ideal sheaf. The Wronskian sections defined in Section 2.2 can certainly not be used as such to apply Theorem 2.1 because of the (positive) twist by L k+1 . However they will be the building blocs for the jet differential equations we are going to construct. As a consequence the ideal sheaf w ∞ will be an obstruction to the positivity result (on a suitable tautological line bundle on the Demailly-Semple jet tower) we aim at. Therefore, we are led to blow up this Wronskian ideal sheaf.
Take a directed manifold (X, V ) where X is a quasi-projective variety (or an euclidian open subset of a quasi-projective variety). With the above notation, define
to be to the blow-up of P k V along w ∞ (P k V ). In the absolute case we will writeX k =P k T X , and in the relative case we will writeX rel k =P k T X /T . A priori, one doesn't have any control on the singularities of P k V . Let us denote by F the effective Cartier divisor onP k V such that
By the definition of w ∞ (P k V ) and in view of Lemma 2.6 one obtains that for any very ample line bundle L on X, any m 0 and any s 0 , . . . ,
Moreover, one obtains that for any m m ∞ (P k V, L) and anyŵ
Observe that from (12) one can deduce a functoriality property for these blow-ups. Indeed, for any
Proof. The key point of the argument is to prove that the family under consideration with the Wronskian ideal sheaf is locally a product. Take t 0 ∈ T and x ∈ X t0 ⊂ X . Take a neighborhood U ⊂ X of x such that U ∼ = U 1 × U 2 where U 1 ⊂ T is a neighborhood of t 0 and where U 2 ⊂ C n and such that under this isomorphism, the map ρ is identified with the first projection p 1 : U → U 1 . This can be achieved since ρ is a smooth morphism. Denoting by p 2 : U → U 2 the second projection, one obtains an isomorphism
Composing it with the second projection, one obtains a morphism p
We are going to prove that (17) w
0,k (U) , this will conclude the proof at once. Indeed, this will imply that
and since moreover,X t0,k ∩ (π 0,k • ν k ) −1 (U ) ∼ =PkTU 2 the result will follow. To prove (17), we take w ∈ π −1 0,k (U ) = P k T U/T and prove the desired equality at the level of stalks at w. Set x = π 0,k (w). From Lemma 2.6, it follows that w ∞ (P k T U/T ) w is spanned by the Wronskians of the form ω rel w (f 0 , . . . , f k ) where f 0 , . . . , f k ∈ O X ,x , and that w ∞ (P k T U2 ) p k 2 (w) is spanned by Wronskians of the form
are induced by p k 2 and p 2 . This proves already that the left hand side of (17) contains the right hand side. Take coordinates (t) centered at ρ(x) = p 1 (x) ∈ U 1 and coordinates (z) centered at p 2 (x) ∈ U 2 . These induce coordinates (t, z) on U centered at x. Observe that for any I 0 , . . . , I k ∈ N dim T and any J 0 , . . . , J k ∈ N n one has
This follows from the fact that the computation takes place in the relative jet-space, so that one can consider t 1 , . . . , t dim T as constants, from which the formula follows by multilinearity. This implies in particular that for any P 0 , . . . , P k ∈ C[t, z],
From this, (17) follows from Krull's intersection theorem, as in the proof of Lemma 2.6.
Remark 2.8. Let us mention that, as was pointed out to us by O. Benoist, if we takeP k V → P k V to be a resolution of the Wronskian ideal sheaf obtained by using a resolution algorithm that commutes with smooth morphisms in the analytic category (as constructed in [35] ), then Proposition 2.7 would still be valid. With this at hand, one could make the rest of the paper with this definition, this wouldn't change anything except that the proof of Theorem 3.1⇒ Main Theorem in Section 3.1 below would be slightly more involved. While this would allow us to work only with non-singular varieties, we prefer to use the more elementary definition ofP k V above.
A key point in the proof of the main theorem is the use of a property which is strictly stronger than hyperbolicity and which is Zariski open. This is precisely condition ( * ) in the following proposition. Proposition 2.9. Let X be a smooth projective variety. If
then X is hyperbolic. Moreover, property ( * ) is a Zariski open property. Namely, given a smooth projective morphism X ρ → T between quasi-projective varieties, if there exists t 0 ∈ T such that X t0 satisfies ( * ) then, for general t ∈ T , X t satisfies ( * ).
Proof. If ( * ) is satisfied, then one can find integers b 1 , . . . , b k , s ∈ N and an ample line bundle A on X such that
is base point free. From this one sees that multiplication by sF induces a linear map
, which defines a linear system S := im(·sF ) whose base locus Bs(S) is included (set theoretically) in Supp(F ).
But this implies, by Lemma 2.4, that the induced linear system
. Therefore one has in particular that
Now, if f : C → X is a non-constant entire curve, then Theorem 2.1 (with V = T X ) implies that
which is a impossible since f is non-constant. From this one deduces that X is hyperbolic. The second part of the statement, about the Zariski openness, follows immediately from Proposition 2.7 and the openness property of ampleness.
Remark 2.10. Let us mention that this argument actually proves that condition ( * ) implies that the GreenGriffiths locus of X, as defined in [25] is empty, this is a direct consequence of (19) . In view of Theorem 2.1, this last condition is well known to imply hyperbolicity (by the above argument), and it is in fact a strictly stronger condition, as is explained in [25] .
3. Proof of the main theorem 3.1. Setting. Let us introduce the framework in which we will work from now on. Let X be a smooth n-dimensional projective variety and let A be an ample line bundle on X. Fix integers N, k such that N n 2 and k N − 1. The integer N should be thought of as the number of "variables", and the integer k as the jet order. Let us emphasize that in order to prove the Main Theorem, one could restrict ourselves to the case N = n and k = n−1. Nevertheless, in view of possible further developments, we work in a slightly greater generality.
Take ν k :X k → X k and OX → A sm the natural projection, in view of Proposition 2.7, one obtains that for any a ∈ A sm ,Ĥ k,a :=ρ
With the notation of (9), let us set m ∞ := m ∞ (X k , A u ). The aim of the rest of this paper is to prove the following result. 
is nef onĤ k,a .
Let us first explain how this theorem implies our main result.
(−M F ), the conclusion of the theorem implies, after tensoring by suitable line bundles, that H a satisfies property ( * ) for any a ∈ A nef . By Proposition 2.9, one deduces that for v, u, ε, δ, r as above, general hypersurfaces in 
, which is possible since gcd(u, vδ) = 1. Then d − uε = tvδ for some t ∈ Z. But since d d 0 , one has tvδ (R + k)vδ, and it suffices to take r = t − k R to conclude the proof.
3.2.
Maps to the Grassmanian. In this entire section, take N n 2 and k 1. Note that the hypothesis on k is less restrictive than the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1, while this is useless for the proof of that theorem, we do this in order to present the results of this section in there correct generality. The main idea in the proof of the positivity statement in Theorem 3.1 is to construct a map fromĤ rel k to a suitable generically finite family and to use the positivity of the tautological bundle on the parameter space of this family. Before doing so, we need some preliminaries which we describe in this section. Let us start with several computational lemmata. 
I,U (a).
Proof. By induction, there existsã such that d Therefore, given any open subset U any trivialization of A| U as in Lemma 3.2, any I 0 , . . . , I k ∈ I and any a I0 , . . . , a I k ∈ H 0 (X, A uε ) one can define
From Lemma 3.2 one deduces at once that
Therefore from Proposition 2.3 one deduces the following.
Lemma 3.3. For any I 0 , . . . , I k ∈ I and any a I0 , . . . , a I k ∈ H 0 (X, A uε ), the locally defined functions W U,I0,...,I k (a I0 , . . . , a I k ) glue together into a global section
Let us denote the global section induced via isomorphism (3) by
Note that the line bundle involved doesn't depend on r. With this, consider the rational map
where
One can see that Φ factors through the Plücker embedding. Indeed, given w 0 ∈ X k , take U w0 and (γ w ) w∈Uw 0 as in (4) and U as in Lemma 3.2 such that U w0 ⊂ π −1 0,k (U ) . For any a = (a I ) I∈I ∈ A, any w ∈ U w0 and any 0 p k let us denote by
This definition depends on the choice of w 0 , the choice of the family (γ w ) and the choice of the trivialization of A over U . Nevertheless, one can consider the rational map
•,w0 (a, w), . . . , d
[k]
•,w0 (a, w) .
And one easily observes that if Pluc : Gr k+1 C I ֒→ P Λ k+1 C I denotes the Plücker embedding, then one has Φ| Uw 0 = Pluc •Φ w0 . This proves that Φ factors through Pluc and we will denote (slightly abusively) by Φ : A × X k Gr k+1 (C I ) the induced map into the Grassmaniann. Our aim is to prove that ν k partially resolves the singularities of Φ. Recall that for any I 0 , . . . , I k ∈ I and any a I0 , . . . , a I k ∈ H 0 (X, A uε ) one has
But from Lemma 2.6, we obtain that τ r(I0+···+I k ) doesn't vanish along any irreducible or embedded component of the scheme defined by w ∞ (X k ). Form this one deduces that ω I0,...,I k (a I0 , . . . , a I k ) vanishes along w ∞ (X k ), which implies the existence of a global section
From the multilinearity property ofω I0,...,I k (a I0 , . . . , a I k ) it makes sense to consider the rational map
Observe that outside Supp(F ) one hasΦ = Φ • ν k , therefore, sinceX k is irreducible,Φ also factors through the Plücker embedding, and denote also byΦ the obtained map
We will need a local description forΦ similar to (22) . 
(1) The Plücker coordinates ofΦ(a,ŵ) are all vanishing if and only if
Proof. From (15) one knows that there existsb 0 , .
Moreover, take a neighborhood U w0 ⊂ X k of w 0 and a family (γ w ) w∈Uw 0 as in (4), we can suppose π 0,k (U w0 ) ⊂ U . Take a neighborhoodÛŵ 0 ofŵ 0 on whichω(b 0 , . . . ,b k ) never vanishes, and such that ν k (Ûŵ 0 ) ⊂ U w0 . For any m 0 any σ ∈ H 0 (X, A m ) any 0 p k and anyŵ ∈Ûŵ 0 define
U σ ∈ O(Ûŵ 0 ) and similarly, define for each I ∈ I, an element d
Let us also fix a local generator FÛŵ 0 ∈ O(Ûŵ 0 ) of the Cartier divisor F . In this setting, consider the matrix
And define, for any I ∈ I linear maps ℓ
The key point is to see that this is well defined, namely that for any 0 p k, ℓ p I (a I ) ∈ O(Ûŵ 0 ). To see this observe that, as in the construction ofω I0,...,I k , one obtains 
where we used (14) . Since from (23) and (8) it follows thatω(b 0 , . . . , b k ) never vanishes onÛŵ 0 , from which the desired holomorphicity follows.
With the notation of the statement of the lemma, a straightforward computation shows that the Plücker coordinates of Span ℓ 0
Indeed, for any I 0 , . . . , I k ∈ I,
is independent of I 0 , . . . , I k , this proves (25) , and from this, both statements follow at once.
Before continuing, we need to introduce some notation. For any x ∈ X, define N x := # j ∈ {0, . . . , N } | τ j (x) = 0 and I x := I ∈ I | τ I (x) = 0 .
Observe that since the τ j 's are in general position, and since N n, one has N x 1 for all x ∈ X. Let us also define
If N > n then N x 2 for all x ∈ X, therefore Σ = ∅ and X • = X. If N = n then dim Σ = 0. Observe moreover that (26) #I x = N x − 1 + δ δ for all x ∈ X and therefore #I x δ + 1 for all x ∈ X • .
For any x ∈ X, write C Ix = I∈Ix C, one obtains a natural projection map ρ x : C I k+1 → C Ix k+1 . We will from now on suppose that ε m ∞ . With the notation of Lemma 3.4, it is natural to consider, givenŵ 0 ∈X k , the mapφŵ
This map is not canonical since it depends on the choices made during the proof of Lemma 3.4, nevertheless, in view of this lemma, we will be able to use it to obtain crucial information onΦ(•,ŵ 0 ). The mapφŵ 0 is particularly interesting because it is linear, hence much simpler to study thanΦ(•,ŵ 0 ). We will need to have precise information on the rank ofφŵ 0 . Proof. Take the notation of the proof of Lemma 3.4. Up to the isomorphism
where for each I ∈ I x ,φ I is defined bŷ
. Observe that rank(ρ x •φŵ 0 ) = I∈Ix rankφ I , therefore, to prove (28) , it suffices to prove that for any I ∈ I x , one has (29) rankφ I = k + 1.
To do so, consider the family (b 0 , . . . ,b k ) as in (23) above. Observe that from (24) one infers that
(recall that s(x) = 0). Since we supposed that τ I (x) = 0, this determinant is non-zero when evaluated at the pointŵ 0 , this implies thatφ I (b 0 ) ∧ · · · ∧φ I (b k ) = 0, hence rankφ I = k + 1, thus proving (28) .
From this we will be able to control the indeterminacy locus ofΦ. Let us defineX 
• k the two natural projections, we aim to prove that Z doesn't dominate A viapr 1 . This will follow at once if one proves that (30) dim Z < dim A.
2 (ŵ 0 ). Consider the mapφŵ 0 defined by (27) . From Lemma 3.4 one sees thatpr 1 (Zŵ 0 ) =φ −1 w0 (∆), where
But certainly, if one defines moreover
Observe that dim ∆ x = k#I x + k. Moreover, one has rank(ρ x •φŵ 0 ) = (k + 1)#I x in view of Lemma 3.5. Therefore
in view of (26) and of our hypothesis on δ. It suffices to take A def := (A \pr 1 (Z)) ∩ A sm .
Remark 3.7. The hypothesis on δ in Proposition 3.6, while sufficient for our purposes, is not optimal. As immediately follows form (31) and (26), the same conclusion would still hold if δ satisfies for instance (32) N − n + δ δ > dim X k + k.
3.3.
Maps to families of negative dimensional complete intersection varieties. Suppose from now on that N n 2, k N − 1, ε m ∞ and that δ n(k + 1) (or that δ satisfies (32)). To complete the setup for our proof we need one more ingredient, to construct suitable maps to families of "negative dimensional complete intersection varieties". To do this properly we need to consider the natural stratification on X induced by the vanishing of the τ j 's. The necessity of using this stratification comes from our particular choice of equation F (a), and seems unavoidable. It was already present less explicitly in [6] , then it was developed and used in a systematic way in [60] , and was also crucial in [7] and [61] . For any J ⊂ {0, . . . , N } define
Observe that x ∈ X J if and only if I x = I J . Since the τ j 's are in general position one obtains that
where by dim X J = −1 we mean X J = ∅. Therefore, (X J ) #J n defines a stratification on X. For any J ⊂ {0, . . . , N }, let us define
One can naturally identify
..,N }\J δ , the space of homogenous degree δ polynomials in the variables T j ′ with j ′ ∈ J. This identification is realized by the map
For J = ∅ this just gives the natural identification between C I and H
Consider the family
Consider the mapΨ
:
. Recall from Section 3.1 how we defined H ⊂ A sm ×X andĤ rel k ⊂ A sm ×X k . We will be interested inΨ |Ĥ rel k and for this reason we will restrict ourselves to the locus where this map is regular. Let us therefore define
Since Σ is at most a finite number of points, A
• def is a non-empty Zariski open subset of A. Moreover, it follows form Proposition 3.6 thatΨ |Ĥ rel
0,k (X J )), and let us definê
One has the following. 
Proof. It suffices to prove thatΨ restricted to A def ×X
• k,J factors through Gr k+1 (C I ) × P J and thatΨ restricted toĤ rel k factors through Y . To prove the first statement is straightforward, therefore we now focus on proving the second one. SinceΦ = Φ • ν k , one sees that it suffices to prove that the rational map
outside the indeterminacy locus of Φ. Take a neighborhood U w0 of w 0 , a family (γ w ) w∈Uw 0 as in (4) −1 (a) = H a,k , the k-th order jet space associated to
It then follows from the definition of Φ(a, w 0 ), the definition of Y , (22) and (33) , that Φ(a, w 0 ) ∈ Y .
As in [7] , the key argument in the proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on the study of the non-finite locus of the families Y J . For J ⊂ {0, . . . , N }, denote by p J : Y J → Gr k+1 (C I ) the first projection, and define
The next lemma will be crucial for us. Let us denote, for any J ⊂ {0, . . . , N },X [7] ), one has (35) codim (C I J ) k+1 V ∞ 2,J δ + 1.
We are now going to bound the dimension ofΦ Remark 3.10. Observe that this proof shows that the conclusion of Lemma 3.9 would still hold if the condition on δ is replaced by the condition
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We are now in position to prove Theorem 3.1. Take N n, k N − 1, ε m ∞ and δ n(k + 1) n + k(n − 1) = dimX k (or such that δ satisfies (32) and (36) for any J). Let us denote by Q the (very ample) Plücker line bundle on Gr k+1 (C I ). Let us also denote, for any J ⊂ {0, . . . , N }, by q 1 and q 2 the canonical projections from Gr k+1 (C I ) × P J to each factors, the ambiguity of the notation for q 2 should not lead to any confusion. By the definition ofΨ one obtains that for any m ∈ N, Here we took q 2 for J = ∅. The key point in this formula is the isolated −vr. For any J ⊂ {0, . . . , N }, by Nakamaye's theorem on the augmented base locus [44] , and the definition of E J , one obtains that E J is precisely the augmented base locus B + (q * Let us prove that the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is then satisfied. Take a ∈ A nef . We aim to prove that
is nef onĤ k,a ⊂X k . Take an irreducible curve C ⊂Ĥ k,a and take (the unique) J ⊂ {0, . . . , N } such that Combining this equality with our hypothesis r r(v, u, M, N, k, ε, δ), (37) and the fact that ν * k π * 0,k A is nef, it follows that
This proves the desired nefness and concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
